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Highlights

- This work describes the MMQEF method for evaluating quality issues in MDE contexts.
- This method considers sets of modeling languages used in combination.
- Quality results from a taxonomic analysis over modeling languages and elements.
- The method underlies over an Information System reference architecture.
- MMQEF addresses quality issues from the model-driven perspective.
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Abstract

Modelling languages have proved to be an effective tool to specify and analyze various perspectives of enterprises and information systems. In addition to modelling language designs, works on model quality and modelling language quality evaluation have contributed to the maturity of the model-driven engineering (MDE) field. Although consolidated knowledge on quality evaluation is still relevant to this scenario, in previous works, we have identified misalignments between the topics that academia is addressing and the needs of industry in applying MDE, thus identifying some remaining challenges. In this paper, we focus on the need for a method to evaluate the quality of a set of modelling languages used in combination within a MDE environment. This paper presents MMQEF (Multiple Modelling language Quality Evaluation Framework), describing its foundations, presenting its method components and discussing its trade-offs.
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1. Introduction

When working with complex information systems (IS), developers must elicit, specify, and manage requirements from multiple stakeholders. It is often the case that several perspectives on information systems are combined [1]. Conceptual models have proven to be a valuable tool to accomplish this. The model-driven engineering (MDE) paradigm promotes the notion that conceptual models are the main artefacts during IS engineering. The quality of conceptual models is a key factor for the success of MDE development projects. To some extent, the quality of models is influenced by the quality of their corresponding modelling languages [2].

Currently, the implementation of complex information systems uses conceptual models for taming the heterogeneity and multiplicity of views that are involved in projects of this type. Concerns, models, and views are essential components of an IS [3]. However, reports about the adoption of the MDE initiatives indicate that MDE itself possesses open questions that affect its applicability, especially in organizational contexts. Reference [4] previously reported these gaps and open challenges, based on evidence from industrial and academic experience.

The freedom that MDE promotes for managing IS concerns leads to the formulation of alternatives at modelling levels without a precise rationale beyond the mere justification of the interests or needs of the authors. The adoption of MDE approaches has guided the development of many model-driven compliance initiatives. Although it emphasizes the use of models as primary artefacts of a software construction process, it causes a conceptual divergence in the support of specific views and/or concerns belonging to an IS. This phenomenon is strengthened by the semantics offered by the modelling languages because it can be too formal (complex) or not formal enough (i.e., without a proper semantics).

A clear example of this type of conceptual divergence is found in the modelling act for software and IS architecture specifications, in which multiple modelling languages have been reported for managing concerns including UML, profiling, stereotypes, other modelling languages, and domain-specific languages (DSLs). Because there is no universal rule for modelling the concerns involved in an architecture project, any mechanism for communicating decisions and rationale is valid even if it is not formally specified.

Despite the development of metamodeling, reference architectural frameworks, and ontological frameworks, the inability to consistently model all related and inherent views in an IS using a single metamodel or a single notation has been recognized and widely reported. In [5], it is shown how a single metamodel can be feasible only if the granularity and abstraction level of the viewpoints are similar, which is impossible to guarantee in a typical MDE scenario since the viewpoints often have different abstractions and granularities.

MDE proposes modelling languages as the new abstraction units; hence, the introduction of a new language in MDE environments should be as easy as creating a new class in a Java...
project [6]. In MDE projects, one can often find several proposals of languages, models, notations, and tools that manage specific concerns belonging to multiple views of an IS. However, in practice, several of these proposals are not applied owing to problems detected in their integration with a previous set of IS models.

Because of the increasing number of modelling languages and notations, some authors have proposed methods for assessing the quality of modelling languages. The rationale behind these proposals is that models are a means to express conceptions about some phenomena, to reason about such conceptions, and to communicate them to others. Reference [4] previously identified some quality evaluation frameworks for modelling languages, but the characteristics of MDE projects require additional features in the method. For example, in MDE projects, it is common for several modelling languages to be used in combination to specify different perspectives of a system. In such cases, the languages might overlap in expressiveness, or they could overlook some relevant concerns. Moreover, in MDE technological frameworks, the quality of modelling languages goes beyond the representational aspects: the language should be designed in a way that facilitates model transformations.

Current modelling language evaluation methods fail to identify the situations described above. They also do not take into account the most relevant features of the MDE itself in their formulation. This is a consequence of the many divergent interpretations of MDE. The lack of consensus regarding MDE produces attempts to add new notations and languages framed in MDE without the support of a rationale. “There are so many ways to adopt an MDE approach that it is impossible to establish general conclusions about MDE itself” [7].

The identified guidelines and frameworks do not evaluate the quality of models according to how they support translation of models into other models (even models that belong to the same viewpoint of an IS) or experiences that come from the application of an IS architecture reference to specific MDE environments.

We previously conducted a systematic literature review that revealed the trends and the discrepancies in the area of model and modelling language quality evaluation [4]. More importantly, we found that the industrial practice of MDE has some characteristics that pose open challenges to current modelling language evaluation methods. An important challenge comes from the fact that many MDE technological environments and projects rely on the combined use of several modelling languages that were not necessarily meant to be used together. Another critical issue is that models used in MDE projects are typically subject to (semi)automatic transformations, requiring the modelling languages to be appropriate for this purpose.

This paper proposes a solution with the potential to address some of the open challenges. We present MMQEF, a method to evaluate the quality of a set of modelling languages used in combination within an MDE context. The core of the method is a classification procedure that uses a reference taxonomy of IS concepts. As a proof of concept, we selected the Zachman framework [8], but the method could be applied using other IS architectures. We also describe the tool support that we developed and report on a practical application of the method and on an empirical validation, which proves that the Zachman framework is a good candidate for a reference taxonomy.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the theoretical background of the method for modelling language quality evaluation. Section 3 describes the method, explaining its main components and offering guidelines for practitioners. Section 4 addresses the applicability of the proposed method and provides rationale for some method design decisions. Section 5 concludes the paper and outlines future work.

2. Background

2.1. Conceptual approaches for addressing quality issues in MDE

An approach to address the model-driven issues of quality is ontological analysis (i.e., the assessment of modelling language elements w.r.t. the guidance provided by ontology frameworks for ISs). Although the question about whether ontological guidance results in better models is an open issue [9], ontologies for IS, which include the Bunge-Wand-Weber (BWW) [10, 11], and the Unified Foundational Ontology (UFO) [12, 13], are commonly used to evaluate modelling languages in accordance with ontological constructs, establishing their completeness through a mapping process between modelling elements and ontological constructs. Other reported usages or examples of ontological analysis are the integration of modelling languages and the incorporation of modelling constructs inside previous proposals of modelling languages.

The main support provided by the ontological analysis approach is inference-based reasoning, in which the role of an analyst (or designer) of languages can assess the consequences of the constructs for a language in a specific representation of the real world that is interesting for users of ISs. Often, quality is referred to as an ontology-based solution owing to the difficulty of distinguishing between the problem space scope and the solution space scope that are associated with the model-based and ontology-based approaches, respectively [14].

Despite the great potential for inferences that ontologies provide to support reasoning on quality, they could influence (or alter) the essential features of modelling languages. In these approaches, modelling constructs must fix the ontological constructs, assuming that they are valid from the perspective of a specific community (but there are a plethora of ontologies). According to [15], if a model (and thus a modelling language) is ontologically incomplete, the analyst/designer role will have to augment the model(s) to ensure that the final computerized information system adequately reflects that portion of the real world that is intended to be simulated.

Another conceptual tool reported in the analytics process in model-driven contexts is taxonomic analysis. This tool provides guidance for specific modelling tasks through the classification of artefacts or approaches. The decisions on modelling
artefacts are made based on previous classification schemas. Examples of taxonomies that are applied in MDE contexts are: taxonomies for model transformations, taxonomies for MDE tools, taxonomies of model synchronization types, and taxonomies for managing the evolution of modelling languages.

Despite the high potential of taxonomic analysis for understanding the implications of model-driven practices, there are few reports of their use. In a way similar to ontological analysis, the process of taxonomic assessment can lead to subjective analysis due to its focus on specific features of the model-driven paradigm. Ontological and taxonomic analysis approaches must be used in a complementary way. Mechanisms for inference and classification are valuable strategies for managing challenges in the adoption of the model-driven paradigm because of their support for reasoning on models.

2.2. The reference taxonomy

The Zachman framework [8–16] (hereinafter called the reference taxonomy) is a taxonomy derived from linguistic and philosophical sources, whose main purpose is to support a process for rationalizing the systemic use of IS elements to define an enterprise solution. The rationale process uses a procedure of classification. This taxonomy was conceived as an architecture proposal for the description of ISs that identifies the essential elements in a holistic system, which will be deployed in an organization. It established the basis for (and also influenced) current relevant standards such as ISO 42010 [3] (software and systems architecture descriptions) and frameworks for enterprise architecture.

Figure 1 summarizes the main features of the taxonomy reference. Basically, it is a classification language with a bidimensional configuration (taxonomy structure) that constitutes the notion of this classification language. Rows are the abstraction levels involved in an IS project; they are represented as roles that are relevant to levels of the organization and business (domain) down to the level of the specific technology for the implementation. Columns are philosophical classifiers [17][18] that are used to justify the elements involved in the construction of an IS regardless of the abstraction levels considered globally. The use of classifiers is commonly reported in the IS literature as an analytic conceptual tool for supporting reasoning and decisions. Classifiers are elements that derive implicit rules on views of IS (i.e., viewpoints).

Combinations of rows and columns (abstraction levels and classifiers, respectively) produce cells with specific purposes. They have a basic and implicit model that must be fulfilled for any modelling initiative that covers these purposes; this is the DSL cell. Figure 1 also depicts the alignment of the taxonomy with the MDA [19] architecture of reference according to a previous work reported in [20]. For the cells associated to the Platform-specific Model (the same as the Technology model - physical level of the taxonomy), a DSL cell is constrained by the implementation platform (e.g., models of Enterprise Java Beans for Java projects or models of Entity Framework for .Net platform); this is the DSL platform cell.

The combination of abstraction levels and classifiers gives taxonomic units (i.e., the cells in the grid) a unique meaning, scope, and intention, with associated metaconcepts that are specific for each cell. Some previous efforts have attempted to abstract the foundational concepts of the taxonomy using MOF-based metamodels and integration with IS foundational ontologies (see [20, 21, 22]); however, there is no consensus. Despite

---

1 We use this term to refer to modelling languages and models generated from these languages.
this, these *metaconcepts* are implicit in the same specification of the taxonomy, so it is possible to infer the foundations of specific languages for each cell. In this way, the resulting classification is a comparison between the information of a modelling language (or information obtained from its instanced models) and the information contained in the metaconcepts of the cells.

The main feature of the reference taxonomy is its native support for the management of the semantics through its semantic bidimensional structure [23], in which conceptual models involved in an IS development process can be classified. The MDA guide 2.0 [24] focuses on the semantic data to perform model analytics procedures. However, it does not define any method to deduce these types of data in modelling artefacts. The semantics are defined w.r.t. a *semantic domain* and the mapping of the syntax within that domain. The semantic domain specifies the concepts that exist in the universe of discourse. This is a prerequisite for comparing semantic definitions [25].

The reference taxonomy per se does not define any relationship between elements of the framework. It defines only rules to classify information derived from conceptual models. Thus, any inference analysis is derived from the classification of the information about conceptual models that were used in a modelling procedure with the essential classifiers expected by the framework itself (things, processes, locations, people, events, and strategies). The reference taxonomy and ontological frameworks for ISs are complementary philosophical tools owing to the common presence of an IS architecture definition.

The most relevant contribution of the taxonomy for MDE contexts is the support for *reasoning* [26] on models and modelling languages in IS contexts (i.e., the underlying argument for the creation and use of related artefacts). Designers of modelling languages have a tool for decision-making to justify the purpose and intentions of the specific modelling efforts taking into account the current plethora of IS methods. This directly impacts the modelling language harmonization.

### 2.3. The support of the taxonomy for MDE quality issues

Given its formulation, the reference taxonomy works with conceptual models to represent IS phenomena that result in combining abstractions with viewpoints. The reference taxonomy manages the quality in IS projects with conceptual models through the accurate depiction of the relevant results from the classification act, the explicit treatment of the semantics, and the explicit consideration of transformations. The main goal of this conceptual tool is to relate conceptual things with representations on computers [16]. The taxonomic framework is a result of the abstractions; in this way, it facilitates any reasoning on the MDA architecture, which promotes software development by utilizing abstract hierarchical models.

The taxonomy itself does not propose any special procedure or methodology to evaluate models. However, because of this modelling support, quality issues of current models can be addressed by analytics procedures aligned to the classification itself. Examples of quality issues that can be addressed by the framework are the following:

**Separation of concerns:** the taxonomy promotes the selection of subsets in which decisions are applied. Instead of taming the complexity by using a global model of all of the cells, the taxonomy suggests that decisions must be made w.r.t. the scope of each cell.

**Communication and suitability:** the foundation of the taxonomy is the existence of a set of additives and complementary architectural representations (AR) for ISs. This is a critical issue: in the MDA foundation model document [27], the metaclass model is associated explicitly with the term *architecture description* defined in the ISO 42010 standard (before the ISO 1471 standard). Thus, a reasoning mechanism is needed for discernment regarding the selection of a specific AR for an abstraction-viewpoint combination, given the variety of notations, methodologies, and languages. This discernment process involves the professional communication among the stakeholders that participate in a modelling effort for an IS project. The framework gives the freedom to use any approach or rationale for this analysis.

**Model integration capabilities:** the co-existence of several modelling initiatives must be evaluated to develop an IS in a consistent and optimized way. It applies the analysis to the capabilities offered by modelling languages to address goals related to the cells in the taxonomy. This analysis of all of the modelling languages involved in an IS development project improves modelling efforts, avoiding duplication of modelling approaches (i.e., using multiple models in different modelling languages to represent the same information), identifying complementary goals according to specific requirements of the modelling approaches, and identifying IS concerns that are not covered by the employed languages.

**Model transformations:** one of the most important challenges formulated by the taxonomy is to ensure that model transformations take place as a direct consequence of the addition of information in the interaction of abstractions and viewpoints. The model mapping feature (mentioned in the original MDA guide) occurs in the progressive changes in models that cross from higher to lower abstraction levels. Information from the computer-independent platform (CIM) level is enriched with constraints associated with lower levels. Thus, this leads to sufficient information to facilitate its implementation in a technical environment. In a similar way, the transformation of information in two different columns must be justified to support the criteria of the designer of the language to derive models from different essential properties or viewpoints (e.g., *time-location, data-process*). An explicit rationale about why and how information from a column can derive (or generate, or support) information for another column is critical in the features of modelling languages. The traceability evidence can be derived from analytics on the information classified by the reference taxonomy.

The taxonomic structure gives a useful and valuable set of information that is required to model any phenomena inside the scope of an IS [28]. The classification rules also guarantee consistency in any IS modelling activity.
3. The MMQEF method

MMQEF (Multiple Modelling language Quality Evaluation Framework) is a method to evaluate the quality of modelling languages and models using a reference taxonomy for Information Systems (Section 2.2). Following the template for documentation of components for methods proposed in [29, 30], in this section we show the main considerations of the MMQEF method. We also address some of the most common questions regarding the use of the reference taxonomy in our method.

3.1. Purposes and preconditions

The main purpose of our method is to evaluate the quality of modelling languages used in MDE scenarios for IS development (i.e., the capability of any model artefact and the user language to represent an IS concern in the most appropriate way). Quality is the degree to which a model and/or modelling language has specific attributes to support essential features of IS and their implicit relations.

Our evaluation method supports semantic inferences and reasoning derived from the use of modelling languages in an IS construction process. The classification mechanism is used as a conceptual tool for determining the degree of support that a modelling language offers to represent a specific concern of the IS reference architecture (this is the reference taxonomy).

This method should be used in a model-driven project where:

- there is one or more modelling language(s) to support the concerns and viewpoints associated with the IS.
- the IS project integrally covers the MDA levels (CIM-PIM-PSM), and the transformations and mappings must be supported by a rationale.
- there is interest to know the real support of a modelling language when it will be applied to manage any IS concern.

The precondition for this method is to know the use of its bidimensional structure and its associated rules. The taxonomic structure of the reference taxonomy is compliant with the MDA levels [20]. This previous knowledge is important to apply and support classification procedures and decisions. The levels of the MDA specification (called abstraction levels) must be supported by specific modelling proposals in accordance with their nature and intention. In this way, a classification task could fail if the subjective criteria of the analyst are not aligned with the specific constraints of each taxonomy level.

3.2. Method components

The main component of the method is the reference taxonomy, which has a structure, a set of rules, and operations over the elements under classification. The structure offers an approach to explicitly manage abstraction levels jointly with classifiers that derive viewpoints. Rules of the taxonomic structure define the semantics associated with the act of modelling itself, contrasting the elements for classification with essential features that are associated with the IS.

The taxonomy reference defines seven rules. These rules are applied as originally formulated in [16] as follows:

- **R1** The columns do not have any specific order.
- **R2** Each column has a basic (simple) model. This implies that there is an essential concept for each column that answers the question of its associated column. The basic model constitutes the generic metamodel for any column.
- **R3** The basic model of each column is unique.
- **R4** Each row represents a perspective that is unique and different.
- **R5** Each cell is unique.
- **R6** The integration of the models of the cells in a row constitutes a complete model of this row.
- **R7** The logic of the framework is recursive (i.e., the essential models can explain themselves), and each cell could be analyzed with the use of the entire taxonomy.

The classification derived from this taxonomy requires the explicit consideration of the technical issues implementation of model artefacts under consideration. It is left to the discretion of the analyst/designer role to decide whether or not to consider the technical aspects. However, there is an explicit feature of the computational implementation that should sometimes be considered to demonstrate the feasibility of the modelling effort from a computational perspective.

We take the taxonomy and apply its specific procedures to contrast specific mechanisms to manage information that is offered by the modelling languages against the essential elements expected in the taxonomy by default.

The other required component is the information extracted from the modelling languages themselves or information from models. This required information pertains to the real use of models/modelling languages (expressed in the elements with which the user of languages interacts directly - e.g., concrete syntax and notations) and the semantics offered by the artefact under analysis. For this case, this type of semantic information is contained in MOF-based metamodels.

3.3. Cooperation principles

3.3.1. Structure

The evaluation method requires an organizational structure in which there is a global vision about the IS scope and goals. These structures have levels of architecture descriptions, crossing enterprise architecture, business architecture, and software architecture. These architectures are required by their implicit use, the presence of conceptual models, and the management of views/viewpoints that derive languages and methodologies to cover IS concerns.

3.3.2. Roles

Two roles are required for this evaluation method. The modelling language analyst/designer is responsible for proposing and/or conceiving some modelling language(s) to manage specific concerns in an IS project. Generally, this role could be assumed by architects, domain experts, or method engineers with
A modelling language final user is identified also; this role refers to the stakeholders or domain experts who will use the language based on their intentions and interests in the IS.

3.4. The main quality evaluation method components

To represent the main components and procedures for our method, Figure 2 summarizes the method showing the inputs, outputs, and roles involved. The main inputs of the MMQEF method are the reference taxonomy, artefacts describing and clarifying the modelling language (i.e., language specifications such as metamodels, modelling guidelines, or even actual models that serve as examples), and the previous knowledge of the IS domain and the language itself. The output is the classification of modelling languages according to the organization of their information over the taxonomic structure. Inferred reasoning results from the classification itself.

The components of the method use the prior information about the domain (or knowledge of modelling tasks), and the information derived from the preconceptions from the participants in the modelling act [31]. Those inputs are contrasted considering the information expected for the cells of the taxonomy. This means that the classification is made by the contrast of information, and the reference taxonomy defines the principles that underlie the classification from an IS perspective.

Associated procedures of the method that are more specific are depicted using the process-delivery diagram (PDD) approach formulated in [32, 33]. Expanding the method depicted in Figure 2, we find an Activity Diagram with five main blocks associated with the evaluation procedure (Figure 3).

The activity diagram depicted in Figure 3 is for readability purposes. Each block represents one specific evaluation procedure supported by the reference taxonomy and the specific intention of the evaluation. A first set of activities is related to the organization that the language must have regarding the reference taxonomy, which in turn acts as a reference architecture for IS domains. Thus, this block checks for the architectural structure as an essential property provided by the modelling language to integrally manage the concerns of an IS.

The second block of activities checks for the support provided for managing the incremental evolution of the information under modelling. In this way, the classification of model elements and derived information generate a navigation model over the bidimensional structure of the taxonomy, where the traces (or information) are identified that support the progressive evolution of the modelled information.

The third block of activities in Figure 3 verifies the capacities for the specification of transformations that the language should possess. It ensures that transformations can be conceived and occur from a semantic reasoning using the essential IS concerns of the classification, independent of constraints and rules imposed by languages and frameworks for model transformations.

A set of activities is considered for checking the integration capacities provided by the modelling language. The taxonomy serves to identify the IS concerns covered/not covered by the modelling language. For the uncovered concerns, activities verify whether the modelling language provides any mechanism for modelling these concerns by using one or more additional languages, and thus undertakes a full modelling effort that considers all relevant concerns for a specific IS project.

Finally, based on the individual classifications obtained for the modelling languages under evaluation, the suitability of modelling languages is analyzed if they share taxonomic concerns (cells) in their evaluation over the taxonomy. Individual results of the classification support the decisions about the most appropriate language for modelling a set of IS concerns.

With the activities related above, MMQEF gives a methodological orientation for deducing the quality evidence of modelling languages (from their properties) and modelling elements (from their use within IS context); this evidence is derived from a classification procedure, which is the initial step of the method. MMQEF also provides a technical environment that enables inference of semantic deductions over the languages and elements under taxonomic analysis. Appendix A more thoroughly describes the activities and concepts associated with the MMQEF method following the PDD specification.

3.5. Derived MDE quality analytics

Some quality analytics procedures over modelling languages and model elements can be inferred from the considerations presented above. These start with the classification of modelling elements and artefacts, either in the form of information from modelling language features or modelling language instances (representations). The classification pertains to the goal of the modelling artefacts with the scope of each abstraction/viewpoint combination.

3.5.1. Inference analysis derived from the Zachman taxonomy

Ontologies are supported by taxonomic structures [34]. Thus, inference reasoning is a result of a previous classification activity. The reference taxonomy itself is not an ontology [35], but this framework has the taxonomic structure required to promote inference reasoning for the use of models and modelling languages in an IS development process.

In analytic procedures on model artefacts, data semantics come from two main sources: the core concepts of languages (metamodel) and the information derived from model representations. The first relates core language concepts with the essential modelling dimensions expected in each abstraction/ viewpoint combination. This action allows deduction of the IS concerns for which the modelling language was formulated. This is an analytics procedure from the language engineer².

Moreover, the second is a classification from a language user perspective, in which the representations become the main artefact to manage the interaction between the stakeholder and the IS. The classifications of the representations pertain to the purpose or goal perceived by the language users and the information that it contains. Inferences about it help the language engineer identify quality issues such as suitability, i.e., the harmonization of modelling initiatives for the design of languages without waiting until its implementation to find other modelling

²According to the roles defined in [36]
initiatives that address the same IS concern(s). This analysis implies that all stakeholders involved in the development of an IS must be identified before the formulation of models.

Any analytic procedure with representations requires information beyond the particular interpretation of the users of languages in accordance with their particular interpretation of the modelling elements. Thus, the diagram transcends from the big picture resource to an information unit with data about the expected/real intentional use. This is similar to the pragmatic of diagrams [37] under the model-driven way, in which it is important to obtain additional information that helps in making reasoning inferences.

3.5.2. Derived support for MDE quality evaluation

Support for assessing the quality of models and modelling languages is derived from the classification of the reference taxonomy. This is particularly relevant for model-driven practitioners because the evaluation is made directly on the modelling act itself rather than some adapted software quality practice [38] as is commonly reported in the MDE literature. The evaluation support is as follows:

A rationale about the organizational impact of the model-driven initiative(s): This refers to the degree of complete support that a model-driven initiative offers for an IS concern framed into an organizational context. Its analysis involves procedures related to the checking of the alignment of model-driven initiative purposes with the organizational goals, the degree of effective support of model-driven tools at computational-independent levels, the degree of understanding and use of models by organizational users, etc.

The native IS architecture on organizational constraints powered by the taxonomy facilitates the reasoning about the applicability of a model-driven approach in any organizational environment that uses IS. However, this analysis is not generic, and the specific business features in which models will be applied (e.g., business capabilities) must be considered to guarantee the compliance between the business concerns and model-driven approaches.

Analysis and design of transformations: The taxonomic analysis provides support for identifying the evolution of the information and the semantic relations generated. Thus, analysts of the language can propose decisions and considerations about model transformations before their implementation on a model transformation language.

In the case of model mappings (evolution from the PIM to the PSM level within a specific viewpoint), the effort will focus on the preservation and evolution of the high-level concepts until their preliminary technical implementation in accordance with the generic model of each viewpoint. Thus, the relations between the conceptual information and constraints imposed by the lower-level abstractions and perspectives are evident.

For transformation between models of different columns and the same row, there must be a semantic argument that supports the generation or derivation of models in different viewpoints and guarantees the complete depiction of the IS reality [16] from the row under analysis.

The taxonomic framework recognizes the dependency relation between cells in a given row, although these have relevant independence in their definition. These are relevant for the design of model transformations, especially when they are considered model co-evolution features in model management platforms. Dependency relationships generate conceptual mod-
els of transformations, posteriorly implemented on a modelling language transformation.

In scenarios of transformation, their underlying rationale is the traceability information that semantically manages the evolution of models. This information must be explicitly available to design and implement model transformations. This feature enables formulation of a process for consideration from the conception until the implementation and deployment of model transformations (in an analogous way to a software development process), without an explicit dependence only on the model transformation languages.

**MDE metrics:** Following the goal-question-metric approach [39](Figure 4), some metrics are formulated for supporting the quality evaluation of modelling languages with the reference taxonomy. For this, the goals were extracted directly from one of the original specifications of the taxonomic framework [16]. These relate to the development and deployment of models.
over IS concerns, so these contribute to improving the applicability of a model-driven initiative. Questions define the scope of a modelling proposal, identifying other modelling proposals with similar purposes and anticipating consequences of the model initiative application. The derived metrics are as follows:

Number of covered cells (NCC): This refers to the total cells covered by the model element/modelling language. If number of covered cells belong to the same column, the modelling artefact has an explicit trace intention. However, if cells are from two or more columns, the modelling artefact must provide a semantic mechanism to derive relations between the viewpoints under consideration according to the goals of the modelling act.

Completeness percentage (ComP): For each cell covered by a model artefact, the purpose of the artefact is compared with the scope of the cell to determine its degree of compliance. This is useful to find modelling proposals in which the intention is not originally aligned with the scope, but the modeller/modelling language designer decides to use it for any reason. This also reveals profiling trends for modelling elements. This metric is as follows: ∀ cell ∈ NCC, ComP = 1.

Degree of taxonomic independence (DoTx): This refers to the degree to which a classification obtained for a modelling language (or its associated modelling elements) is distinctive, which means that it is unique and clearly differs from classifications for other languages. The covered cells for the modelling language or element allow the main characteristics and scope of the classification to be deduced. If two or more languages are detected in an IS project that share common cells, the independence of the language for managing a specific concern is questioned, so a suitability reason is required to choose the most appropriate alternative for modelling these concerns. This decision could use other metrics, such as the Completeness percentage - ComP.

Number of integration points provided by the modelling artefact (IP): An analysis on the integration capabilities of modelling artefacts must be performed to find the semantic relations that support the coexistence of modelling efforts. This feature contributes to the design of model transformations for purposes of managing multiple instances of the IS model.

There is no universal prescription for the coverage that a modelling language should possess for the different abstractions/viewspoints of an IS. However, if a modelling language defines integration points, this feature is an explicit recognition for previous modelling initiatives that could better model some IS concerns, so the modelling language under analysis can focus on a specific IS concern and specialize its specific modelling approach.

Another direct consequence of this analysis is suitability decisions. This contrasts the degree of completeness of each modelling initiative w.r.t. the covered scope. This type of consensus could optimize the application of modelling proposals. From this, the suitability percentage of specific modelling proposals is derived.

Percentage of constructs preservation in model transformations (CP): This relates to the degree of preservation of essential
The CDD methodology of the CaaS project uses modelling languages (from 4EM). The main goal of this metric is to avoid the loss of business concepts during a high-low mapping until their technical implementation. The main goal of this metric is to avoid the loss of business concepts during a high-low mapping until their technical implementation.

3.6. An example application of the MMQEF method

To demonstrate the applicability of our quality evaluation method, we use it to analyze the modelling languages that are used in a specific capability-driven development (CDD) scenario of the European project named Capability as a Service in digital enterprises (CaaS)[40]. The CaaS project proposes the CDD approach for digital enterprises to exploit the notion of capability as a means of design both for services and with services. Thus, CaaS elaborates an integrated approach consisting of methods, tools, and reusable best practices that allow companies to adjust their business services and information technology systems according to the changes in business context and technologies [41, 42].

The CDD methodology of the CaaS project uses modelling languages (from 4EM).
languages to represent enterprise designs, context models, and patterns. These are based on the EKD [43] and 4EM [44] approaches to Enterprise Modelling. Thus, CaaS uses goal models, process models, business rule models, concept models, actor/resource models, and technical components and requirement models. The methodology also considers models for handling variability concerns. Those are models at the enterprise level, mitigating current limitations of specific platforms by the application of the CaaS approach. References [45, 46] report an example of an application over SOA platforms.

CDD is based on notational aspects for modelling enterprise concerns; its original specification is not model-driven compliance. However, in order to support the capability-driven development paradigm that is promoted in the CaaS EU project, CDD was managed by using a MDE approach which gives computational capacities to CDD such as tooling, modelling, repositories, and code generation. The CDD-MDE approach of CaaS was selected in this example by its explicit use of multiple languages for modelling enterprise concerns. In future works, we plan to use MMQEF in evaluating other modelling languages such as UML and BPMN that can eventually be applied at the enterprise level.

To start the taxonomic analysis, we use the available information of the modelling languages and their use; this comes from the specification of the CDD methodology (which specifies a metamodel for it), the explanation about each involved model (taken from the 4EM specification [44]), and examples of the CDD methodology as presented in [47]. In addition, in order to take advantage of the specific method for modelling business processes chosen in the CDD methodology\(^3\), a previous analysis (reported in [48]) that uses the reference architecture for analyzing the BPMN notation was also used. Figure 5 gives a brief overview about the application of the MMQEF method in the CDD methodology.

One of the most classical reported ways to begin the taxonomic analysis is the association between diagrams and cells; this yields the classification shown in Figure 6. However, to perform the activities related in Table A.1, the information contained in the example diagrams of the 4EM is also considered. This information enables precise compliance of the element of the involved languages with the cells of the taxonomy. This

\(^3\)In the CaaS project, processes are modelled using BPMN instead of the original proposal of 4EM [44].
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**Figure 7:** Taxonomic analysis of the information extracted from diagrams of the CDD methodology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MDA Abstraction Levels</th>
<th>WHAT (Things)</th>
<th>HOW (processes)</th>
<th>WHERE (location)</th>
<th>WHO (people)</th>
<th>WHEN (time)</th>
<th>WHY (motivation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scope (Planner)</strong></td>
<td>Concept</td>
<td>Concept</td>
<td>Concept Element</td>
<td>Concept</td>
<td>Concept</td>
<td>Concept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Concept</td>
<td>Concept</td>
</tr>
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A key issue detected from the obtained analysis in Figure 7 is the fulfillment of the enterprise model - owner row of the reference taxonomy by the association of the modelling elements belonging to this particular CDD approach to each column of this row. This constitutes a complete model from the enterprise model owner row according to the R6 rule of the taxonomy framework [16] (see Section 3.2). From this, it is possible to show how the CDD approach meets the organizational level regarding the scope of the CanS project itself; however, this row contains other quality issues.

Figure 8: Taxonomic analysis of the metamodel of the CDD methodology.

The suggested classification in the enterprise model- owner/where cell extracted from ([48]) is quite questionable owing to the semantic considerations of the modelling elements of the BPMN related to this cell (pool and message flows). The proposed use of both concepts is far from the original definition of these concepts in the BPMN specification [49] (participants and messages between them, respectively). Thus, the enterprise model- owner/where cell should be empty owing to the lack of modelling support from the CDD approach for the where question, which is critical for managing specific implementation issues for an operational deployment in an enterprise. In this case, ComP → 0. In addition, another quality issue originating from the previous BPMN classification proposal is in the enterprise model- owner/who cell, where the workflow concept is located, but it must be in the enterprise model- owner/how because this represents a business process. For the same cell, the Organizational unit element of the Actors and resources model diagram has no information about its physical location.

Figure 7 shows that the CDD methodology provides conceptual support for the PIM abstraction level and no support for the PSM and technical implementation levels. This is a critical issue considering the full operationalization of the results from the methodology in real computational platforms. Although the NCC metric (Section 3.5.2) demonstrates proper support of the approach for the CIM level (58.33% of CIM cells 7/12; 83.33% for enterprise model owner row, cells 5/6), no information about the following modelling elements is explicitly provided.

With regard to the activities shown in Table A.2, some issues were found regarding the traceability and navigation between abstraction levels. In the enterprise model - owner/how cell, the actor modelling element must have explicit relationships with goals, rules and processes, but these are not formally defined; instead, these are dependent on the analyst’s criteria. Another quality issue is in the system- what cell, where there are no traceability relationships among the business processes model, the actors and resources model, and the concepts model, despite the explicit relations that they must have by the references proposed in the requirement expressions. In addition, functional requirements that are associated with this cell must be clearly defined with reference to the concepts model, but these relations are not explicitly defined.

Table A.2 also shows that there is evidence of preservation of a construct between the identify the explicit traces that support the navigation between abstraction levels / viewpoints activity and the goal concept of the goal model, which is in the CIM.
scope planner / why and CIM enterprise model owner / why cells. For this concept, \( CP = 1 \). This is a result of the proposed operationalization for the goal concept by business rules or business processes. The justification of the multiple viewpoint is not provided by the methodology; however, it is derived from the use of the models for covering the enterprise concerns.

For the Identify the capacities for model transformations activities block of the MMQEF method (Table A.4), the capacities for transformation, mapping, and computational support of models are not covered by the CDD methodology, so these are delegated by the specific implementations of this CDD approach. For the integration mechanisms (Table A.5), the taxonomic analysis demonstrates that there is no full taxonomic independence between the technical components and requirements model diagram and the goal diagram owing to the completeness of the goal concept of both initiatives. This produces an overlap of the modelling tasks at the CIM level (DoT \( x = 0 \)). The lack of integration points for each modelling language involved in the CDD methodology \( (IP = 0) \) generates cases in which concepts from the two models are presented in the same diagram without explicit support beyond the diagrammatic integration purposes (e.g., goals of the goal model and rules from the business rules model in an enterprise model- owner/why cell).

The classification reflects suitability evidence (activities shown in Table A.6). Most of the covered cells (77.77\%) have at least two modelling languages that support them. In most cases, the analysis reflects that these languages are complementary regarding the semantic purpose (scope) of the cells (i.e., for each modelling language, its ComP value is proportional regarding the number of languages that support a specific cell). However, in the CIM scope planner / why cell, a suitability decision is required to choose the most appropriate language that models the goal and problem concepts; in this cell, two different alternatives were detected for modelling both concepts. However, the CDD methodology does not indicate which language is the most appropriate modelling language for covering both concepts.

In Figure 8, the taxonomic analysis shows how most meta-concepts of the CDD methodology resolve concerns related to the data of the context and management of the goals at the enterprise model-owner level. For this reason, the taxonomic analysis differs from the previous analysis depicted in Figures 6 and 7. In addition, support for managing the variability of business services is detected at the same level. Normally this explicit consideration is part of the context model; however, its application is on points of processes. Therefore, the resulting classification is associated with the enterprise model owner / how cell for the semantic purposes of specifying variation scenarios.

3.7. Tool support

To support the application of the MMQEF quality evaluation method, we developed EMAT (Eclipse Modelling Analytics Tool). It is an Eclipse plugin for the Eclipse Modelling Framework project (one of the main model-driven technical environments). This plugin was developed to operationalize the classification process and its obtained data.

EMAT is formally supported by the Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) approach [50]. This FCA analysis considers the application of the seven rules of the reference taxonomy. The output of EMAT is not only a drawing of a connected graph, it is also a conceptual model of the semantic closeness among objects/attributes of modelling languages. The resulting lattices are rendered directly on the work area of EMF. However, lattices are not only a visual output with graphical information of the semantics, they are also models that contain data about the semantic closeness of modelling languages.

In order to operationalize MMQEF, we consider the reference taxonomy as a formal context where the (object,attribute) pairs are the incidences between the abstraction levels (rows) and the philosophical questions (columns), i.e., the metaconcepts of the taxonomy. These incidences are derived when the information of modelling languages is classified using the taxonomic structure. Thus, the FCA method processes the grammar constructs provided by the modelling languages that are involved in an IS development process (semantic constructs, diagrams, etc.), generating a connected graph or concept lattice as the output, where the relations between elements are described. The resulting lattice derives inferences about the application of modelling languages.

EMAT applies the notion of object, attribute, concept, sub-concept, and super-concept to interpret an obtained lattice. This interpretation must be done top-down, from the start to end nodes, and taking into account that the attributes (i.e., the questions in the reference taxonomy) are those nearest to the start node, and the objects (i.e., the abstraction levels in the reference taxonomy) are nearest to the end node. An additional consideration is needed in the taxonomic analysis because EMAT provides a completeness percentage to indicate the degree of support of a modelling artifact for a specific concept. This percentage is depicted as internal nodes inside a conceptual node.

Figure 9 shows an example of a supported taxonomic analysis with the classification as input (Figure 9 - part A), and the semantic relations as output (Figure 9 - part B). Figures 10 and 11 depict the obtained results for the taxonomic analysis in the EMAT tool. Four conventions are required for understanding the FCA outputs of the EMAT tool; these are as follows:

- /a/ an abstraction level is associated only with the viewpoint.
- /o/ a viewpoint is associated only with an abstraction level.
- \( |a| \) two viewpoints come together when they are related to two abstraction levels.
- \( |o| \) two abstraction levels come together when they are related to the same viewpoints.

Figure 10 - part A presents the FCA lattice (or connected graph) for the classification previously shown in Figure 6. The [What/a/Logical] node depicts the support that the what viewpoint offers for the PIM - system model level (or logical level in the original description of the taxonomy); this is because the
Figure 9: The EMAT tool for the MMQEF method.

Figure 10: The FCA lattice obtained from the classification shown in Figures 6 and 7.

Figure 10 - part B presents the FCA lattice resulting from the taxonomic analysis on the modelling elements of the CDD methodology shown in Figure 7. Two direct associations were obtained in the {Conceptual/o/How} and {What/a/Logical} nodes because the modelling elements of these cells contain modelling elements exclusively, which means that these elements are not associated with other rows.

The {Who | a | When} node reflects an association at a conceptual level (CIM - Enterprise model level) between the where and who viewpoints because these both have a common abstraction level. The why and when nodes do not have a direct association with other abstraction levels, so these were processed as independent nodes.

The most relevant conclusion derived from the lattices is the
Figure 11: The FCA lattice obtained from the classification shown in Figure 8.

full management of the conceptual row (the CIM - Enterprise model level) supported by the modelling approaches under analysis; this can be identified by the distance and number of input links to the \{Conceptual \|/ How\} node. Nodes with a combination of abstraction levels and viewpoints depict the existence of common modelling elements that derive a semantic closeness; depending on the semantic distance (the closeness between concepts of the modelling language under analysis) the FCA algorithm groups nodes or associates them by an explicit link. Figure 11 also shows this support, but in this case, the nodes differ from those presented in Figure 10 owing to the obtained classification of the metaelements of the CDD methodology.

EMAT provides computational support for analytics of MMQEF, which is complementary to the support that was previously described in Section 3.5.2. In this way, quality inferences (that are derived from the taxonomic analysis of MMQEF) are formally supported and potentially automatable by the application of some query analysis and/or formal methods. Quality inferences can be deduced and also automated from the model that is automatically generated by EMAT. Specific features and concerns regarding this tool will be described in further works. For now, our main intention is to relate the technological support provided for the MMQEF quality evaluation method, which is a critical issue because conventional modelling quality methods are difficult to implement (operate) in specific tools owing to their associated abstraction and theoretical background.

4. Preliminary trade-off analysis of the MMQEF method

4.1. Main implications of the MMQEF method

The most representative drawback of this evaluation method is its high coupling with the reference taxonomy. Even if the taxonomy is justified as a holistic description of the essential elements of an IS, its use is tied to the subjective criteria of the analyst to meet the expected conceptual elements of the taxonomy cells. Because of its neutral conception, the taxonomy does not have default modelling languages for its units. Instead, previous reports are identified that contain examples that attempt to clarify the expected models for each taxonomy unit. The MDA specification also does not prescribe default modelling languages for the MDA levels (it only promotes its UML support). Nevertheless, we propose taking advantage of these subjective criteria to promote reasoning on models, and thus justify the selected choices. The classification of modelling languages (and their associated artefacts) enables the verification of the sufficiency of a modelling approach to conceptually manage a specific IS concern.

4.1.1. Why this taxonomy?

Taxonomic analysis is a practical application of the classification as a fundamental mechanism for organizing knowledge. It addresses problems in conceptual modelling that are related to suitability issues (which theory of concepts to use)[51] and their derived quality phenomena. Classification provides the basis that helps to determine the value in an inference-based procedure [52].

Following the considerations presented in [52], the taxonomy is an explicit method for modelling semantics that describes the structure of knowledge (semantic domain) about things in the IS domain. The taxonomy defines a holistic description of an IS in an enterprise context, considering computationally independent aspects for their implementation in specific computerized platforms. It has an implicit mapping with the MDA levels [20], so this supports any phenomenon regarding the formulation and usage of models. By default, the taxonomy uses models to cover the essential features of the ISs.

The taxonomy provides an IS architecture description with the essential models required to cover all real concerns involved in an IS project (from organizational to computerized issues). The taxonomy focuses on the information that must be mana-
gged by the artefacts provided in modelling languages under consideration.

For other taxonomy proposals for model-driven initiatives (Section 2.1), the reference taxonomy has a more complete taxonomic scope because, by default, it considers viewpoints (and their resulting views) that are directly associated to business and technical levels where an IS will be deployed. Model operations (e.g., transformations) are the results of the interaction of models within IS levels.

Classification is the main purpose of the reference taxonomy independent of its derived commercial uses. The taxonomy defines classifiers (i.e., the essential elements for each column that are required to conceive and produce a model from an abstraction level/viewpoint combination). Classifiers are set according to the conceptual modelling foundations presented in [17, 18]. MDE covers all domains of IS architecture defined by the reference taxonomy [53].

Unlike most reported IS taxonomies, the reference taxonomy proposes classification using a set of essential elements that must be considered by an IS. This means that the classification of IS elements is set from an IS viewpoint. Few IS taxonomy proposals use modelling elements for the classification act itself; for example, [54] suggested language as a component of a taxonomy to classify methodologies for IS development.

4.2. Feasibility of the classification procedure for quality purposes

Currently, there are no reports about the explicit use of the taxonomy as a model evaluation tool that supports model analytics. However, there are some works that present the support of the taxonomy in modelling classification tasks. For example, [55] makes suggestions about modelling techniques for a medi-cal domain; these suggestions were made from the classifiers of the taxonomy. The authors also proposed the usage of individual perspectives of the taxonomy as user interfaces for a knowledge distribution system. In the analysis of the Zachman framework reported in [56], the authors suggested a set of modelling languages to populate each cell of the taxonomy structure according to the intention, design, and needs of the specific tasks for each cell. The reference taxonomy was used in [57] to classify the identified models for a specific domain under analysis. The reference taxonomy is often (and commonly) used to justify the scope of specific modelling initiatives regarding the scope of an IS holistic description.

4.3. MMQEF and other quality frameworks for MDE

The MMQEF framework takes advantage of taxonomic analysis to identify and evaluate quality issues for modelling elements, modelling languages, and models that define languages. The key premise is the use of an Information System (IS) reference architecture that proposes classification as the strategy for understanding all phenomena involved in an IS project. By default, models are the conceptual supports for these phenomena.

In this sense, MMQEF does not attempt to replace or create any previous method for evaluating quality in MDE. Conversely, MMQEF is a complementary approach that preserves and promotes previous quality frameworks because the classification act encourages quality considerations derived from sources such as semiotics and ontologies.

Current MDE quality frameworks and guidelines could be too abstract to be applicable for model-driven practitioners [58], most of whom are influenced by typical software development issues. MMQEF provides an operational framework, based on conceptual, methodological, and technological support, for performing procedures of quality evaluation that are aligned with previous quality principles (e.g., those prescribed in the SEQUAL framework [59], one of the most relevant quality initiatives for model-based and model-driven communities).

SEQUAL and MMQEF are complementary owing to their constructivist vision of modelling as a consequence of the interaction among the IS domain, the modelling languages, and the stakeholders involved with their associated knowledge. A classification process discovers the true nature of things, describing relationships among objects that should generate hypotheses [60]. Through the classification and the proposed analysis procedure, the MMQEF method implicitly considers the main components of SEQUAL and their quality types [59] (except for the empirical quality type, which can be better supported by works on concrete syntax and visual notation design such as [61, 62]). MMQEF also considers the categories of guidelines for the quality of modelling languages and the pragmatic, social, and deontic considerations for metamodels [63].

With regard to other model quality initiatives, MMQEF allows the 6C quality goals defined in [64] to be identified and rationalized. Its methodological framework and the analytic support derived from it (discussed in Section 3.5.2) provide a conceptual infrastructure (from an IS reference architecture) for making precise arguments directly from the modelling act over an IS.

Most current quality challenges for the model-driven paradigm come from previous IS frameworks such as FRISCO [65] (December 1996). It defines key aspects for the model-driven approach: the use of models (conceptual modelling), the definition of information systems, the use of information system denotations by representations (models), the definition of computerized information systems, and the abstraction level zero by the presence of processors (physical level).

FRISCO promotes the communicative factor as a key consequence of the use of models. FRISCO also suggests the need to harmonize modelling languages, presenting the suitability and communicational aspects for the modelling languages. Communication among stakeholders is critical for harmonization purposes because it allows them to discuss relevant quality issues from different views [14]. Therefore, FRISCO suggests relevant features for modelling languages (expressiveness, arbitrariness, and suitability).

These types of FRISCO challenges produce new concerns for model-driven practitioners. For example, suitability requires the usage of a variety of modelling languages, and communication requires that these languages must be compatible and harmonized. Suitability concludes that a diversity of modelling languages is required, so the differences among modelling languages (due to this diversity) are unjustified.
MMQEF gives a methodological and technological framework that address these FRISCO challenges in modelling languages. The classification analysis enables identification of the purpose and use of the modelling languages involved in an IS project regarding the scope of cells. MMQEF also considers an explicit set of activities to rationalize the suitability of the languages, where decisions about this and harmonization are based on the coverage and completeness demonstrated in the reference taxonomy.

The presence of computational levels in the taxonomic analysis (abstraction level zero of FRISCO) binds the explicit computational support required for the modelling initiatives under evaluation; this ensures the coverage of IS concerns from the domain to computational levels with real deployment. In addition, the taxonomic analysis of MMQEF addresses and reflects the expressiveness provided by the languages, and it provides a practical approach to discuss the advantages/disadvantages of the modelling act on concerns in an IS. Communicational issues result from hypotheses generated in the clustering of modelling languages regarding the taxonomic structure and their use.

5. Conclusions

One of the main challenges of any quality evaluation method for the MDE paradigm is the demonstration of its feasibility for effectively addressing multiple issues that are derived by the central role of the models and their foundational modelling languages. While it is true that a single method does not cover all of the quality issues of model-driven projects, the methods can complement each other, similarly to the way that quality in traditional software contexts is managed, in which quality has multiple implications and evaluation procedures.

This work presents the main considerations of the MMQEF approach, which is a method for evaluating the quality of modelling languages and modelling artefacts that are used in the construction of Information Systems (IS) by classification procedures. We have described a scenario of applicability of the MMQEF method, in which multiple modelling languages were used for considering IS concerns in the context of business services. We have preliminarily presented a theoretical validation of our method, discussing the main implications that the method possesses (i.e., its high dependence on an IS reference architecture and its compliance with previous MDE quality initiatives).

With the specification of the MMQEF method, quality at the MDE level can be inferred from foundational descriptions and representations for IS. This is the starting point of a research program for quality evaluation in MDE that focuses on the systemic application of modelling languages in accordance with the foundational principles of the MDE paradigm and the involved viewpoints of IS projects. Further works are required to detail the evaluation procedures, expanding the main components of the method to obtain more granular components in a native language for their operationalization as a navigable process (such as a SPEM process with tasks, steps, artefacts, orientation, etc., or a SEMDM from ISO/IEC 24744:2014 [66]). Additional effort is required to demonstrate and discuss the formal support of the FCA approach to operationalize the MMQEF method (Section 3.7) in a popular native model-driven environment such as Eclipse EMF. We are currently validating the method with MDE practitioners; however, another work is projected to contrast our proposed method with previous MDE quality initiatives to find points of convergence and validate the method in model-driven scenarios and to develop a more detailed trade-off analysis of our approach.
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Appendix A. The process-delivery diagram (PDD) specification for the MMEOF method

Continuing with the specification started in Section 3, in this appendix, we show the associated activities and concepts required for the MMEOF method in more detail. Tables A.1 to A.6 provide a more thorough description of the activities associated to the evaluation of quality of modelling languages through the reference taxonomy. Following the PDD approach, each activity block is mapped to a concept diagram, which contains the key elements involved in the taxonomic analysis. Concepts depicted in gray describe terms that are extracted from previous foundational models, such as the MDA foundation model [27] and the ISO 42010 [3] conceptual models.

In addition, Tables A.7 and A.8 describe the concepts involved in the taxonomic evaluation procedure. The main purpose of these tables is to show that the main concepts are from relevant referents for the MDE conceptualization. Few concepts are required to understand the full applicability of the taxonomic analysis.
### Table A.1: Description of activities related to the **Determine the organization of the modelling language** block.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Sub-activity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Determine the organization of the modelling language</td>
<td>Associate the elements of the modelling language under analysis to taxonomy cells</td>
<td>Each one of the input elements of a modelling language (either REPRESENTATIONS or ABSTRACT SYNTAX) are located in a cell or a set of CELLS based on the closeness of the element with the purpose of the CELLS (i.e., the FOUNDATIONAL CONSTRUCT of the CELLS with the associated ABSTRACTION LEVEL).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determine the organization of the modelling language</td>
<td>Refine the information extracted from diagrams to the essential model of the analysed cell</td>
<td>Key concepts associated to the INFORMATION depicted by REPRESENTATIONS that belong to modelling languages are contrasted regarding the scope of the essential model that governs the taxonomic unit (CELL or set of CELLS). Key concepts could be either conceptual entities or operations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determine the organization of the modelling language</td>
<td>Resolve the compliance of the modelling language elements with DSL cell constructs</td>
<td>A rationale about why the information of the element (REPRESENTATION, ABSTRACT SYNTAX) meets the essential model that governs the specific CELL(s) involved.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table A.2: Description of activities related to the **Identify the explicit traces that support the navigation between abstraction levels / viewpoints** block (Part I).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Sub-activity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identify the explicit traces that support the navigation between abstraction levels / viewpoints</td>
<td>Find the traceability mechanism</td>
<td>These are the capacities of the language for supporting the incremental evolution of FOUNDATIONAL CONSTRUCTS inside a specific column (VIEWPOINT), checking how the FOUNDATIONAL CONSTRUCT of the VIEWPOINT is preserved when it passes through all of the ABSTRACTION LEVELs that the LANGUAGE supports. For example, in the ROAD VIEWPOINT (less FOUNDATIONAL CONSTRUCT), a traceability link is from the Domain model conceptual model / ER entities tables in a SQL engine. Thus, TRACES are from MODELS belonging to the same VIEWPOINT and one ABSTRACTION LEVEL. If the TRACES are from PIM-PSM levels, these are a specific case of a MAPPING.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify the explicit traces that support the navigation between abstraction levels / viewpoints</td>
<td>Identify support for each abstraction level supported</td>
<td>Key concepts associated to the INFORMATION depicted by REPRESENTATIONS that belong to modelling languages are contrasted regarding the scope of the essential model that governs the unit. For each of the modelling artifacts under analysis, the TRACES and MAPPINGS relations are checked in order to determine the support that the modelling artifacts provide to the MDA levels (CIM, PIM, PSM). This activity checks the relationships between elements of a MODELLING LANGUAGE that supports multiple ABSTRACTION LEVELs in order to determine the explicit MAPPING between MODELS of different levels.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table A.3: Description of activities related to the **Identify the explicit traces that support the navigation between abstraction levels / viewpoints** block (Part II).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Sub-activity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identify the explicit traces that support the navigation between abstraction levels / viewpoints</td>
<td>Identify explicit mechanisms for taxonomic metamodel preservation</td>
<td>This verifies how organizational-domain and system concerns are traced until specific technical implementations. In this way, the execution of model transformations are in accordance with the semantic domain where the modelling act occurs. It helps about whether the reasoning about the relations are a consequence of progressive preservation of semantic constructs (that is added to incremental INFORMATION of the respective level in a top-down path). In addition, the relation could be the result of semantic changes introduced by considering at least two different viewpoints (e.g., looking for the support of a modelling artifact in the same row or ABSTRACTION LEVEL of the REFERENCE TAXONOMY).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify the explicit traces that support the navigation between abstraction levels / viewpoints</td>
<td>Reason about the justification of multi-viewpoint supported relationships</td>
<td>When the resulting organization of model elements of the REFERENCE TAXONOMY indicates some relationships between INFORMATION in different viewpoints (two or more), supported by a derivation rationale, a justification about why this derivation is compliant with the FOUNDATIONAL CONSTRUCTs of the involved CELLS is required. This analysis makes it possible to identify what the contribution is for making a single model of each ABSTRACTION LEVEL from the classified MODEL ELEMENT.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table A.4: Description of activities related to the Identify the capacities for model transformations block.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Sub-activity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identify the capacities for model transformations</td>
<td>Find the support for transformation specifications</td>
<td>This activity promotes the specification of TRANSFORMATION SPECIFICATION MODELS from the semantic closeness of concepts belonging to the ABSTRACT SYNTAX of the involved MODELS or modelling artifacts. The semantic closeness is the explicit association of the involved concepts with the associated FOUNDATIONAL CONCEPTS of the CLASSIFIERS from CELLS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Determine the support for mappings</td>
<td>It verifies if MODEL ELEMENTs classified at the System level of the REFERENCE TAXONOMY can generate MODEL ELEMENTs at the Technology level of the same VIEWPOINT of the taxonomy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Define the explicit computational support of the modelling language</td>
<td>According to the TRACE mechanisms provided by the MODELLING LANGUAGE, this activity checks them in order to identify the respective computational support (code, logical or physical computational artifact) for conceptual MODELS from higher levels.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table A.5: Description of activities related to the Find the mechanism for integration block.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Sub-activity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Find the mechanism for integration</td>
<td>Identify explicit viewpoint integration support</td>
<td>This reviews the capabilities offered by the MODELLING LANGUAGE for integrating with other languages and verifies that a modelling artifact focuses only on an IS CONCERN so that new related concerns will be managed by other more suitable modelling mechanisms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Establish the degree of taxonomic indepen- dence</td>
<td>This verifies that the proposed classification for a MODELLING LANGUAGE, using the REFERENCE TAXONOMY, is independent of previous classifications formulated for the same language through its analysis on its CONSTRUCTs or INFORMATION extracted from REPRESENTATION. It establishes the clearly differentiating features for the language, which serves to justify its applicability over a set of IS CONCERNS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Define the coverage for each abstraction level</td>
<td>This determines how much information can be captured by the MODELLING LANGUAGE for an IS PROJECT. The amount of information is calculated from the number of CELLS covered by the MODELLING LANGUAGE through its classified elements.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table A.6: Description of activities related to the Define suitability issues block.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Sub-activity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Define suitability issues</td>
<td>Define semantic commonality between languages</td>
<td>For all the MODELLING LANGUAGES that share a CELL in the taxonomic analysis, the specific elements that produce the classification in the involved CELLS are identified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Select modelling alternatives</td>
<td>This is a decision about the best alternatives for modelling an IS CONCERN based on the coverage supported by the MODELLING LANGUAGES. Prioritization of decisions are based on the total support for a CONCERN managed by a CELL or the coverage of CELLS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VIEWPOINT</strong></td>
<td>From [3, 27], it represents the criteria and the set of conventions used for formulating views and especially for framing CONCERNS.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONCERN</strong></td>
<td>From [3, 27], this is the interest in a system of a stakeholder.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ABSTRACTION LEVEL</strong></td>
<td>It refers to a restriction proposed to model and manage specific phenomena on an IS. The MDA architecture specification defines some abstract hierarchical level (CIM, Computational-Independent Model; PIM, Platform-Independent Model; PSM, Platform-Specific Model Technical Implementation), which can frame the models used in a model-driven project.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FOUNDATIONAL CONSTRUCT</strong></td>
<td>Enumeration that represents each of the single models associated to each column of the taxonomy: What (thing), How (process), Why (purpose), Where (node), When (event), Who (people).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLASSIFIER</strong></td>
<td>It refers to the logical combination (crossing) of the FOUNDATIONAL CONSTRUCTS of each column of the taxonomy, with the ABSTRACTION LEVELS defined in the MDA reference architecture applied in the taxonomy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CELL</strong></td>
<td>Each one of the graphical elements that composes the REFERENCE TAXONOMY, which allows elements to be classified according to the CLASSIFIERS that these contain.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REFERENCE TAXONOMY</strong></td>
<td>An ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION of an IS, which considers all essential elements that configure the system, considering them from organizational to technical implementation ABSTRACTION LEVELS.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION</strong></td>
<td>According to [3], it is a word product used to express (depict) an architecture.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRANSFORMATION SPECIFICATION</strong></td>
<td>According to [27], it is a model that defines how different elements will relate to each other. These elements belong to models or artifacts of the same system at different levels of refinement.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAPPING</strong></td>
<td>According to [27], it is a model that provides specifications for transforming a PIM ABSTRACTION LEVEL into a PSM ABSTRACTION LEVEL for a specific platform. The platform model will determine the nature of the mapping.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRACE</strong></td>
<td>According to [27], it is the set of INFORMATION that defines how a CONCERN is preserved throughout its crossing of all the ABSTRACTION LEVELS involved in an IS project (from a CIM to Technical Implementation levels).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.7: Concept table for the MMQEF method in PDD convention (I).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MODEL</strong></td>
<td>From [3, 27], a model can be anything: a concept or a work product. A model is valid if it helps to answer questions about a system under consideration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td>According to [67], INFORMATION is the result of an interpretation process that assigns a meaning to each piece of data. Thus, the data is a syntactic representation of INFORMATION. The relation between INFORMATION and data is implicit. [68] defines the INFORMATION as an abstract mass-noun used to denote any amount of data, code, or text that is stored, sent, received, or manipulated in any medium.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MODELLING LANGUAGE</strong></td>
<td>We coincide with the definition presented in [69], where the modelling language is a set of all possible MODELS that are conformant with an ABSTRACT SYNTAX, represented by one or more CONCRETE SYNTAX, and that satisfy a given semantic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ABSTRACT SYNTAX</strong></td>
<td>A metamodel with all the concepts identified for a MODELLING LANGUAGE at the meta-domain level [69]. It identifies the concepts, abstractions, and relations underlying the application domain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GRAMMAR</strong></td>
<td>A specific technique for the definition of an ABSTRACT SYNTAX for textual languages (textual DSLs) and even natural languages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>METAMODEL</strong></td>
<td>A specific technique for the definition of an ABSTRACT SYNTAX for modelling languages, using an UML profile mechanism of the class diagram that is compliant with the MOF language [70] (or its variations).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONCRETE SYNTAX</strong></td>
<td>According to [69], it is the notation, or the way users of a modelling language will learn and will use it, either by reading or by writing and designing the models.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GUIDELINE</strong></td>
<td>Continuing with the definition presented in [69], it is a consequence of the pragmatics of a MODELLING LANGUAGE, which helps and guides how to use it in the most appropriate way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REPRESENTATION</strong></td>
<td>It refers to the depiction employed by a modelling language for representing a (or a set of) MODELE(S) that expresses some concern in an IS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DIAGRAM</strong></td>
<td>A REPRESENTATION that uses graphical symbols, generally based on nodes (in a connected lattice). These have lines that represent relationships with each other.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TEXTUAL</strong></td>
<td>A REPRESENTATION that uses textual symbols for modelling specific concerns (generally textual DSLs).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.8: Concept table for the MMQEF method in PDD convention (II).
Figure A.12: Association of activities of the Determine the organization of the modelling language block with concepts of the MMQEF metamodel.
Find the traceability mechanism
Identify the native support for each abstraction level supported
Identify explicit mechanisms for taxonomic metamodel preservation
Reason about the justification of multi-viewpoint supported relationships

Figure A.13: Association of activities of the Identify the explicit traces that support the navigation between abstraction levels / viewpoints block with concepts of the MMQEF metamodel.
Figure A.14: Association of activities of the Identify the capacities for model transformations block with concepts of the MMQEF metamodel.
Figure A.15: Association of activities of the Find the mechanism for integration block with concepts of the MMQEF metamodel.
Figure A.16: Association of activities of the Define suitability issues block with concepts of the MMQEF metamodel.